90 AutoCAD Tips in 90 Minutes
Lynn Allen - Autodesk

AC3980 If you want a plethora of power user tips, then be sure join Cadalyst columnist and author
Lynn Allen as she takes you through a whirlwind of productivity techniques that are certain to improve
your everyday drawing life. At a tip a minute, you are certain to discover some AutoCAD features that
will remove some of the tedium and boost your ability to meet project deadlines.

Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:





Use a larger percentage of AutoCAD software
Improve your everyday AutoCAD productivity
Get designs done faster
Save time with some easy customization

About the Speaker
Lynn Allen, Cadalyst columnist and Autodesk Technical Evangelist, speaks to more than 30,000
users worldwide each year. For the past eighteen years she has written a monthly column in
Cadalyst magazine called "Circles and Lines" and is the voice behind the popular Cadalyst
videos –“Tips and Tricks Tuesday with Lynn Allen”. Lynn started using AutoCAD® software
with Release 1.4, over 20 years ago, and taught at the corporate and collegiate level for 13
years before joining Autodesk. A sought-after public speaker with a unique comedic style, Lynn
is always one of the highest rated speakers and host of Autodesk University®. The author of
three AutoCAD books, her latest is entitled AutoCAD Professional Tips and Techniques.
lynn.allen@autodesk.com Twitter: Lynn_Allen www.autodesk.com/lynnallen
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Introduction:
With so much going on in our everyday drawing life we have a tendency to get in an AutoCAD
rut. The goal behind this course is to show you a variety of tips that will spark a new
awareness and lead you down the road to increased productivity!

User Interface – Get more Screen Real Estate!
1) Transparent Modernized Command Line - NEW!
The new transparent command line can be easily customized to tuck away and hide on your
screen – thus freeing up more screen real-estate. Select the customize tool to change the
level of transparency

2) Minimize the ribbon for maximum screen space

Note: don’t do this until you are quite familiar with the ribbon!

3) Double Click on Ribbon tabs to minimize the Ribbon quickly
A double click on the current ribbon tab will cycle through minimization options
4) Hide Ribbon Panel titles
Right click on any ribbon tab displays the option to hide the panel titles.

5) Move Model space/Layout tabs to the Status bar for more screen real estate.
Move to and from the status bar via the right click “Hide Layout/Model tabs” option.
Note: works best in drawings with just one PS layout. In drawings
with more than one layout – use QVLAYOUTS
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6) Remove the Navigation bar/view cube from the screen
Access settings quickly from in-canvas viewport controls.
7) Ctrl+0 for maximum Screen Real estate!
Removes the ribbon and any visible palettes.

User Interface Tips: General
8) Select command options from the command line - NEW!
Directly select command options with your input device (floating or docked)

9) Sticky Panels
Move the panels off the ribbon if you plan on using them for a task. Easily return it to the
ribbon with the Return Panels to Ribbon tool

10) Search for commands in the Application Menu
Can’t find a command in the Ribbon? The Application Menu will show you where it is!

11) Quick View Drawing
Use QVDrawings to quickly move from one open drawing to another (any layout). Quickly
print a layout in QVDrawngs without even going to that layout.
12) Use QVLAYOUTS to quickly move through layouts
Quick View Layouts can be found on the status bar.
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13) Dock frequently used palettes on side of screen
Right click on the palette bar to dock to the left or right of screen. Right click on the Palette
area to convert to icons only.

14) Alt+ to drive ribbon from keyboard
Feel like driving the ribbon with your keyboard? Use your Alt key to switch tabs and select a
command! (example: Alt+H will take you to the home tab of the ribbon)

Customize the Quick Access Toolbar for maximum productivity!
15) Remove Workspaces (duplicate)
No need to have Workspaces on the QA Toolbar AND the Status Bar!
Right Click and Remove from QA Toolbar. Display the Workspace label
on the Status line for easy access.

16) Add Layer drop-down for speedy access
Right click on any tool in the ribbon to add to QA toolbar. Or use the Quick CUI.

17) Add Styles to QA toolbar
Right click on any Style drop down in the ribbon (except for Text) to move to the QA
Toolbar
18) Add favorite commands with Quick CUI
Easily drag and drop any AutoCAD command from the Quick CUI by
selecting “more commands” from the drop-down list
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19) Leave full-screen mode to use Quick CUI
Having a problem dragging and dropping a command to the QA Access Toolbar? Just leave
full-screen mode and it will drop right into place.
20) Move below the ribbon if desired for more customization room

Download apps from the Autodesk App Store:

21) Find your favorite Application at the Autodesk Exchange
http://apps.exchange.autodesk.com
Get to it from inside of AutoCAD by selecting the

22)

23)

(upper right hand corner)

Sketch-up App for importing SKP files New!

Load the “Featured_Apps” App New!
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24)

Awesome Hangman App New!
Need I say more?

Object Selection Tips:
25) Ctrl+R to cycle through Viewports
Having problems selecting a viewport that is inside another viewport? Use Ctrl+R to cycle
through your viewports until you get to the correct one!
26) Use Add Selected to draw additional objects with the same type and properties
Get it from the right click menu.

27) Use Add Selected to duplicate Hatch patterns (including all properties) and Text
objects
Perfect when you just need to add some more hatching or text to an unfamiliar drawing.
28) Use Select Similar to select objects with similar properties
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Access SELECTSIMILAR from the standard right click menu.

29) Use SELECTSIMILAR Settings to control items selected

30) Selection Cycling
Turn Selection Cycling on (Status Bar) to easily select objects in crowded drawings.

31) Object Isolation
Isolate objects from the right click menu (or status bar) rather than via layers.
Keep your eye on the lightbulb on the status bar that indicates isolated objects!
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Note: OBJECTISOLATIONMODE controls whether or not object isolation persists between
drawing sessions. (also found in the “Way to Torture your Coworkers” section)

Layer Tips:
32) LAYTRANS
Great for mapping layers from one naming convention to another

33) LAYWALK (View layers individually)
You can also use the Select Objects button to see the layers the selected objects are on.

Use the LAYWALK command to quickly view individual layers
34) LAYDEL (Delete even the most stubborn layers!)
Use this fantastic Express Tool to delete any layer (except for 0 and defpoints). Much more
robust than PURGE.
35) LAYMRG (LayMERGE)
Copies the objects from one layer to a target layer – and then deletes the original layer
along with all of its objects.
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36) COPYTOLAYER
Allows you to make a copy of an object to another layer. You can even create a new layer
if needed!

TIMESAVERS:
37) Blend Command
Create a spline between two selected lines or curves with the new BLEND command.
Choose between Tangent and Smooth Contunuity
38) FS for Fast Select
Use FS to select an object(s) and all the objects touching the selected object(s). Use
FSMODE to extend this further to select all objects touching those objects
39) Array option in COPY command
Use to create an array on the fly. There’s even a Fit option!
40) Alignspace
Accidentally zoomed in an unlocked viewport? No Problem! Alignspace
to the rescue
41) Changespace
Use Changespace to push objects through from one space to another while
maintaining their visual integrity.
42) MOCORO – Move, Copy and Rotate bundled into one!
43) Edgemode for Trim and Extend
The cutting edge doesn’t exactly cross the objects that need to be trimmed? No problem – just
set EDGEMODE to 1 (or set Edge to “Extend”). Also works for Extend command.
44) Use CHANGE to quickly extend/trim multiple lines
No construction lines needed!
45) FILLET parallel lines
Did you know you could fillet between parallel lines? Give it a try! Note: The line that is
selected first will control the outcome (should one be shorter than the other)
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46) Boot up faster by customizing the startup icon with “nologo”
Right click on the shortcut =>Properties.

47) Customizing File Dialog “places”
Be sure to setup your Select File dialogs so they contain your most frequently
used directories.

48) WIPEOUTFRAME set to 2 will display but not plot - NEW!
49) PEDITACCEPT
Get rid of that annoying “Object selected is not a polyline – would you like to turn it into
one?”prompt! Set PEDITACCEPT to 1
50) TRAYNOTIFY
Set TRAYNOTIFY to 0 to get rid of those pesky bubbles.
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51) MTJIGSTRING to control sample text
Customize it to make you smile!

52) Easiest way to work with system variables…SYSVDLG

53) Save system variables out to a file with SYSVDLG
Save your system variable setting out to a file so you can read them in at a later date if the
need arises!
54) Autodesk Seek – the land of free content!
You’ll find easy access to Autodesk Seek on the Insert tab of the Ribbon.
You can also go directly to Autodesk Seek at www.autodesk.com/seek.
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Hatch Tips:
55) Send HATCHES to the back of the display order with HATCHTOBACK
In one easy step.
56) Hatch Centroid to quickly change origin point
also Stretch, Angle and Scale.

57) Set up a default Hatch layer from the ribbon

58) Set up Background colors for hatching
Almost looks like layered hatching.
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Annotation Tips
59) Leader to Front Tool - New!
Part of TEXTTOFRONT – now it’s easy to bring leaders to the top of the display order.

60) Change Text to Mtext
This popular Express Tool converts single line text to MTEXT (TXT2MTXT)
61) Shift double click to edit attribute text in place (ATTIPEDIT)
Easier to see the final results
62) AutoFILL in Tables
Drag down the light blue grip to duplicate values in cells. Select two cells to fill in
incrementally.
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63) Table Breaks
Select the middle grip at the bottom of highlighted tables and drag to dynamically break
into multiple tables.

Dimensioning Tips:
64) Speedy Object dimensioning
Hit an extra enter when dimensioning to quickly select an object. (much faster than
selecting two extension line points)
65) The Magical QDIM command
Use this command for speedy dimensioning!
66) The good old DIMROTATED command (not on the menu)
Use when you want to specify the angle of the dimension
(useful on staggered objects)

67) Use DesignCenter to Copy a Dimension Style from one drawing to another
Drag and Drop or right click and Copy into your current drawing.
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Clean up your drawings!
68) Delete Duplicate Objects and clean up overhangs with
OVERKILL
OVERKILL removes unneeded objects by deleting duplicates and
combining line and arc segments that overlap. It will also remove
extra vertices in polylines. There are multiple settings to ensure
you get just the results you want.

69) Remove overhang and gaps with AutoConstrain
Sneaky way to clean up messing drawings where osnaps
weren’t used. Make sure coincident and vertical are set –
along with a suitable tolerance value.

70) Fix overridden dimensions with DIMREASSOC
Use the Express Tool DIMREASSOC to highlight overridden dimensions and return them to
their correct values.
71) Use Join to quickly connect contiguous objects together
No longer need to worry about selecting a source object.
72) Purge Regapps (Registered Applications)
Drawing seem to be sluggish? Try purging REGAPPS to get rid of extra stored application
connections inside of your drawing files. This can dramatically reduce the size of your
drawings! (from AutoLISP, ObjectARX, .NET, etc)

note: must use the command line interface of Purge. –PURGE
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Blocks and Xrefs:
73) Shift+Ctrl+C to copy with a specified base point
If you like to copy and paste blocks from one drawing to another – you might find this tip
handy to get the desired base point.
74) Easily count up blocks in a drawing with BCOUNT

75) Quickly add multiple insertion points to blocks in the Block Editor
The Point parameter can be used to add multiple insertion points. Use the Control key
while inserting to cycle through the various insertion points.

Note: Ignore the dreaded exclamation points!

76) BURST
Use the Express Tool BURST to explode blocks with Attributes
and maintain their attribute value (not definition)
77) Reverse Search for Xrefs
In Design Center, Use the Search tool to do a reverse search
for drawing files that are xref’d into other files.
78) BlockReplace
Need to replace all instances of one block with a different one? Use the Express Tool
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BLOCKREPLACE.

79) NCOPY to copy objects out of Xrefs and Microstation underlays.
Unfortunately you can only pick the objects one at a time.
80) XLIST
Use XLIST to get information on nested objects.

Zooming Tips:
81) Zoomfactor controls speed of mouse wheel (3 -100)
The higher the value – the faster it will zoom
82) Set Zoomwheel to 1 to reverse Zoom direction when
scrolling
83) Ctrl+wheel for Joystick
Hold the Ctrl key down while holding down the mouse wheel for
joystick zooming!
84) Top Secret VTOPTIONS
Use to control the View Transitions

85) Quickly restore last tiled Viewports setup
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Use the in-canvas viewport controls to quickly restore your last screen setup (double click
on the first column [-]

Tips to Abuse your Coworkers:
86) Turn off the Command Prompt (Ctrl 9)
87) Modify the Visual Style/Overhang

88) UNDEFINE
Use the UNDEFINE command to undefined key commands.

note: do not undefined the REDEFINE command!
89) FILEDIA
Set FILEDIA to 0 and no more file dialog boxes will appear…
90) Alert
(alert “Deleting all of your drawing files”)
91) Isolate all objects and set objectisolationmode to 1

Visit my blog: www.autodesk.com/lynnallen
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